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Abstract: Generally, visually challenged people are unable to
read books as like as a normal person. They use Braille script for
reading and writing which is one of the basic techniques for them
to read books and to take notes. A survey has been taken in the
year 2017, in which they declared that people were completely
visually impaired is around 36 million and 25% of people affected
with moderate visual impairment. in average. Nearly 200 million
people got affected with complete visual impairment and 1.1
billion people with near vision impairment. Nearly 5 million of
visually impaired people are women. Due to various problems
faced by visually challenged people several hospitals were
established for giving therapy for them. Around 1,54,000
hospitals are serving for the visually challenged peoples in India.
According to care survey conducted by CAGR, the growth of
hospitals for visually challenged will increase more than 100% i.e.
3,25,000 by the year 2035. Usually many devices have been
developed to read books for visually challenged people but, these
devices need of an external support. They are ineffective in use. In
order to overcome this problem, our team has developed a device
for visually challenged people to read books as like as a normal
person.
Keywords : Optical character recognition, Lab VIEW, Braille
Script, Visually challenged.

I. INTRODUCTION

Typically, assistive device is any device that helps to
support the people who have a visually impaired problem. Lot
of assistive devices were implemented for visually impaired
people. Now a day’s VI is used by people for assistive devices
such as educational devices, mobility devices, low vision
devices. Naturally, these devices have helped to read the
books for visually challenged people, but these devices urge
of an external support. These are inadequate in preference. In
order to rectify this problem, our paper has focused on the
development of a device for visually challenged people to
read the books as like as a normal person. Recent
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development in mobile, computer vision, vailability of USB
cameras make it feasible to assist these
visually challenged persons.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
[1] This method consists of three stages, in the first stage
image is captured by mini camera, and in second stage, text
will get filtered from the image and in final stage, extracted
text will get transfer into system to get an audio as output.
MATLAB software was used for image processing using
mathematical operations. Input should be image such as
photograph and output may be related to an image.
[2] This method, an approach that has been attempted to
filter and recognize text from images and convert recognized
text into speech. Image is captured from mobile camera and
extracts text from image. The system of text detection and
pronunciation has the audible output on mobile phone.
[3] This method comprises of three stages. In first stage, a
camera gets mounted in finger is used to capture the text
image from the text. In second stage, the capture image is
analyzed using OCR and in third stage, a predefined dataset is
loaded in order to match the observed text with the captured
image. Camera which captures the images in text format dents
it while sending it to OCR processing. An output is produced
as audio output to read the corresponding inputs.
[4] This Method includes an embedded system for
capturing an image, extracts the ROI and transforms the text
into speech. By using Raspberry pi and camera as a hardware
gets implemented. The extracted image undergoes a set of
image processing process to isolate only the region of the
image that contains the text. An embedded system that
captures an image, which converts text to speech output. The
output is in audio and has been achieved through raspberry pi
and speakers or ear phones.
[5] This method involves the steps for transforming the text
to speech converter by extracting the text from the image,
which make the blind person to read the text. OCR is
used.This technique makes the user to take the device
anywhere at any time.
III. TEACHING STRATEGIES
When a teacher teaches/lectures a visually impaired or
blind student, it is important that all visual materials have to
be clearly explained. They should always be given oral
instructions for every assignment and activity.
They should replace visual cues with audio cues. They
should provide incorporate tactile learning experiences. They
must always have to address students by calling their name,
when they call on them to answer or ask questions.
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They should give an appropriate amount of time for VI or
BS to complete their work. They should treat all of their
students equally. They must consider the curriculum.

support for interfacing to devices, sensors such as camera and
other devices. We can use high level, drivers that provide
function nodes to LABVIEW for operating the devices.
We have made use of Lab VIEW software for acquiring
the output. In Lab VIEW, we can process the actual time data
without delay. We can use myRIO as an interfacing hardware.
We can transfer Lab VIEW program in myRIO hardware. It is
one of the advanced hardware launched by national
instruments.
There is a separate area for image processing in lab
VIEW. In this we use IMAQ functions in labview. It is
accessible in both High level and low level VI. In this project
we have used low level VI. By using OCR (optical character
recognition) we are attaining or extracting the letters from the
image. in this process pixels plays a major role. if there is any
loss of pixel values it is difficult to extract the words. In order
to overcome that we are using low level VI in which we can
alter the properties so that the extraction process is a little
easier and by using high resolution camera we can reduce the
loss of pixels.

Fig. 1. Methodology of the project
Fig. 2. myRIO an interfacing hardware

A. Using AIDS and Assistive Technology
Students can record lessons using smart phones apps
that can be easily downloaded for free. This one is the easiest
and cheapest way to improve the learning environment for
students. They provide Braille text books and handouts.
These are transferred into Braille by using Braille translation
software. They should provide the use of smart scanners and
readers. It can be a benefit to the students who are VI and BP.
These technological devices will easily convert documents
into speech. The KNFB reader is an reader application, and it
can be downloaded by them. It will convert printed text into
speech. A page magnifier helps to enlarge the images. Text
presented in any book. It can be used by students with VI.
They should always use white chalk. They write with dark
black marker on the white board. They avoid using colors.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this paper we have utilized web camera as a sensor.
By using this sensor, we are going to capture the image, and it
acts as the source. The camera is used as a sensor that contains
text. Camera should have high resolution power. In order to
get a clear image, or else the words in the image will be in the
blurred format which leads to difficulty in extracting words
from the image.
Lab VIEW is applied for acquisition of data process, robot
control and industrial automation. Lab VIEW includes
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We have utilized the speakers to hear the audio output
and the speakers must be compact. We can use earphones for
hearing the better audio output.

Fig. 3. Hardware port line

Camera has been used to acquire the image as an input
which has been taken into the programming section by
making use of a hardware. The hardware has been interfaced
with a system. Camera can also connect directly to the
hardware. The Lab VIEW Camera has been used to acquire
the image as an input which has been taken into the
programming section by making use of a program that has
been developed in the system and then it has been uploaded in
the hardware. In programming
section, the image has been
subjected into the edge
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detection. After that, we have used OCR section for extracting
words from the image. We have utilized NI vision assistant
for generating the template. By using template, OCR will
separate and segregate the letters from images. These words
will be in string format. By using text to speech synthesizer
the extracted letter has been converted into a word and then
accent. The output will be in audio. By using the speaker, the
output can be heard clearly.

clear and audible. By giving different input images we have
checked that our system performs properly

Fig.7. Simulated output to visually challenged people

Fig. 4. Output of the Project

Fig. 8. Processing of input image

The input image which consists of the sentence “WE ARE
DOING A PROJECT ON INFUSION PUMP” gets converted
into string output which can be executed and displayed in the
system. String format gets converted into audio output. The
audio output can be given to the visually challenged people.
The output of this work have been thoroughly verified by
using different input images.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Labview coding of the Project

This paper presented a way to convert text signal into a
speech signal. This paper gives a clear plot to design and
develop a protocol that can convert the text to speech input.
This prototype can convert the text to speech signal which is
the output taken from the speaker. Visually impaired people
use the Braille method to read the text. This method is very
difficult and requires much time for practice. To overcome
this, the prototype is developed in which the text is converted
into a speech signal. The sound can be observed by visually
impaired people. The people who are VI can understand the
text in the source of sound.

V. OUTPUT DESCRIPTION

Fig.6 Interaction with visually challenged people

VII. FUTURE WORK

After stimulating the output in Lab view software we have
implemented it to the community people i.e. visually
challenged people. In the device, the input images have been
given as jpg format, once the images has been given the
program starts functioning and it convert to speech signal
through headphone which can be heard by the visually
challenged people.
Once hearing the audio output, visually impaired person
said the words which have been listened by them are very
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In future, we have planned to insert a hearing aid in this
device which will help the visually challenged people who are
deaf. This device will be very useful for them to read books.
Along with this, we have planned to implement various
languages, and this will be useful for them to read other
language books.
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